
Rad229: MRI Signals and Sequences (Autumn 2018) Homework 2

Rad 229 Homework 2
Due Wed, October 10, 11:59pm
(Email to bah@stanford.edu)

1 Signal-to-Noise E�ciency (A2.3)

Consider an echo-train pulse sequence with minimum TE of 10ms and minimum spacing between
180�refocusing pulses of 10 ms (Fig. 1). The number of spin echoes (Ne) can vary. The repetition time is
TR. You can assume that the mz is 0 at each of the echoes, since any recovery up to a 180 pulse is inverted

by each 180 pulse. This means that no significant mz recovery starts until the last echo is read out (shown

as Ne below).
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Figure 1: Spin-echo train sequence for SNR-e�ciency calculation.

a. Write an expression for the signal level on the nth spin-echo as a function of TR, TE, T1, T2, and Ne.

b. How does the noise standard deviation change by summing over n echoes, considering that the noise
statistics on each echo are the same?

c. Considering that the signals from echoes can be added to improve SNR (i.e. the same line of k-space
is acquired on all spin echoes), write an expression for the SNR e�ciency as a function of the same
parameters in (a). Note that you may have a proportionality constant, and note that you should penalize
SNR by

p
TR to give SNR e�ciency.

d. Plot your expression for TE=10ms, T1=1300ms, T2=100ms as a function of Ne for TR =
[500,1000,1500,2000,2500 and 3000ms]. Note that Ne ⇥ TE should be less than TR to be practical.
What choices of TR and Ne maximize SNR e�ciency?

2 Sampling - Images (A2.5)

Load the file axbrain.mat from the website. This is a 512⇥512 k-space dataset. Comment on what
you see in each part, and try to put the images all on one page please!

a. Display the k-space sample points with dispim(a,0,1) . Note that the data is much larger than 1.
Use ft.m (or similar) to reconstruct and display the fully sampled image.

b. Zero-out every 2nd line of k-space and repeat (a), both for the sampled locations in k-space and the
image.
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c. Zero-out the bottom half of k-space from (a), and display the image. Try zeroing out lines 258:end
and dividing line 257 by 2. Then display the image and the real part of the image.

d. Zero out lines 1-240 and 273-512 in part (a), and display the image.

e. Use the matrix from (b), but replace the lines 241-272 with what you have in (d) and display the image.

f. Find a way to randomly set 50% of the samples in (a) to zero and reconstruct the image.

g. Zero out a “2⇥ checkerboard” pattern, using something like a(1:2:end,1:2:end)=0;
a(2:2:end,2:2:end)=0 , and display the image.

3 Basic Bloch Simulator (B1.1)

Your task here is to write a function that simulates a selective excitation, given a complex RF waveform
(in µT), and corresponding Gz waveform (in mT/m), both 1D arrays. You should use functions such as
zrot.m and throt.m from the class. The function should also accept a time-step between sample points
(ms), a single number for o↵-resonance frequency (Hz), and a vector of positions in z (mm) at which to
calculate the profile. The function syntax should be:

function [mx,my,mz] = blochsim(rf,g,dT,df,zlocs)

Although you can likely find all kinds of examples of Bloch simulators, please try to write your own
here, and fully understand any functions you use!

a. Write the function in less than 20 lines of Matlab code, and submit. You can test the function with
sampleRFgrad.mat, which is the simple 3kHz sinc RF and 2.3mT/m gradient used in lecture B1 no
need to hand in anything!

b. Download the files rfgrad1.mat and rfgrad2.mat. Note they contain most of the information you
need to simulate. Simulate the profiles at 0Hz and 200Hz o↵-resonance and submit plots of mx, my and
mxy vs position using plotc() . Also plot the RF waveforms. Comment on the results!

c. (OPTIONAL!) Make up some interesting RF pulse of your own, and repeat (b). Explain your pulse and

the result!.

4 Bloch Simulation of Gradient-Spoiled Seqeunce (B1.2)

Consider the simple sequence in Fig. 2, where you can assume that the RF pulse is instantaneous, with
flip angle ↵, that the signal is acquired at time TE, and that there is a spoiler gradient with area 4.66
mT*ms/m (�/(2⇡)GT = 2cycles/cm.)

a. First approximate the spoiler gradient as a “perfect spoiler” that eliminates transverse magnetization
components. What is the (steady-state) signal at TE for TR=5ms, TE=2ms, T1 = 1000ms, T2 = 100ms,
↵ = 5�? You may write your own Matlab code for this excercise, and/or use a combination of existing
functions such as relax.m, abprop.m, xrot.m, or zrot.m. Please note that this is a simulation of a

single spin!

b. Now make a loop that includes position across a voxel in z, from 0 to 1cm, with 200 points (i.e. spaced
every 0.05mm). Include the rotation due to the gradient in your simulation. Plot the signal at TE as a
function of position, for ↵=5�, 30�, and 60�.
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Figure 2: Sequence with RF and gradient spoiler.

c. Include on your plot a horizontal line showing the complex-averaged signal level across all positions, for
each of the 3 flip angles.

d. Make a plot of the averaged signal vs flip angle (as in c) for flip angles from 0�to 90�, and on the same
plot, show the signal vs flip angle for the case (a). At what flip angle do the lines intersect?
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